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Wholesale Jewelry Supplier - Gold Jewelry, Silver Jewelry & 316l Stainless Steel Jewelry

Piercebody.com is a reliable and a leading manufacturer for body jewelry. We are fine online jewelry store
providing our services everyday with a wide selection of wholesale jewelry collections,good quality. The
most essential "we supply worldwide".

Oct. 29, 2009 - PRLog -- Piercebody.com is a reliable and the leading manufacturer for body jewelry. We
are a fine online jewelry store providing our services everyday with a wide selection of wholesale jewelry
collections,discount prices, good quality, quick shipment. The most essential "we supply worldwide".

Piercebody.com is a supplier for gold jewelry, 925 sterling silver, titanium collections and 316l stainless
steel.

Our wholesale gold jewelry items includes earrings - 14k , 18k and 22k , the 22k jeweled sets with earrings
and a pendant. The rings made of 14k solid yellow gold with different weight and the stone of a high
quality Cubic Zirconium.

In the wholesale silver jewelry, we have anklets as crystal and jeweled, bangles, neck chains, necklace sets,
toe rings in jeweled and special. Earrings for crystal, earring trays,fancy plain earrings and special earrings.
The 925 Sterling Silver jeweled sets, 925 silver pendants in plain pendants, garnet pendants and jeweled
pendants.
The 925 Sterling Silver Jeweled Rings is Rhodium plated with the top quality Cubic Zircon stone. 925
Sterling Silver Swarovski Earrings and toe rings. The toe rings has two beautiful selections special toe ring,
oxidized antique and hand painted with an adjustable size.

Our Piercebody.com has a 316l Stainless steel jewelry material and majority of the jewelry items is for
men.
The 316l Stainless Steel jewelry have collections in :

Bangles in mix designs, laser cut, flower cut, jeweled, fancy, arrow cut and chess board.
Men Bracelets in mix design, fancy, plain, two tone watch strap bracelets, watch strap stainless steel
bracelet, engraved ice link bicycle stainless steel bracelet and 316l stainless steel bracelet with fiber.
Cuff links : in assorted design, they are the combination of Stainless Steel and Matte Black Enamel.
The 316l Stainless steel earrings : mix logo design 316l stainless steel ear studs, anodized laser cut 316l
stainless steel hoop earrings and 316l laser cut stainless steel hoop earrings.
Stainless Steel rings : laser cut spinning 316l stainless steel ring, laser cut 316l stainless steel ring and
anodized laser cut 316l stainless steel.

Our wholesale link : http://www.piercebody.com/wholesaleshop

If you are looking for a good wholesale jewelry supplier. We are a good source for the selection because we
give low cost price to our wholesalers.

We accept payments in Credit Cards [ VISA, Master Card, Discover Novus and American Express] and
even through bank wire and check. World Pay, PayPal, Money Order and echeck. We give free shipment to
the wholesale buys with the minimum order of $500.

Further requirements mail to : support@piercebody.com
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The online store for body piercing jewelry. Available in Gold body jewelry, 925 sterling silver jewelry,
316l stainless steel jewelry ( men's jewelry) - for wholesale and retail

--- End ---
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Jewelry, Rings, Pendants
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